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Abstrat

This paper provides a haraterization of bias

for evaluation metris in lassi�ation (e.g.,

Information Gain, Gini, �

2

, et.). Our har-

aterization provides a uniform representa-

tion for all traditional evaluation metris.

Suh representation leads naturally to a mea-

sure for the distane between the bias of

two evaluation metris. We give a pra-

tial value to our measure by observing if

the distane between the bias of two evalu-

ation metris orrelates with di�erenes in

preditive auray when we ompare two

versions of the same learning algorithm that

di�er in the evaluation metri only. Ex-

periments on real-world domains show how

the expetations on auray di�erenes gen-

erated by the distane-bias measure orre-

late with atual di�erenes when the learn-

ing algorithm is simple (e.g., searh for the

best single-feature or the best single-rule).

The orrelation, however, weakens with more

omplex algorithms (e.g., learning deision

trees). Our results show how interation

among learning omponents is a key fator

to understand learning performane.

1. Introdution

In symboli lassi�ation (e.g., deision trees, rule in-

dution, deision lists), an evaluation metri serves to

assess the value of potentially useful expressions (i.e.,

features or logial ombination of features). The best-

evaluated expression is then used as a building-blok

to onstrut the �nal hypothesis (e.g., selet the best

feature at eah node of a deision tree). Most om-

mon metris, traditional or purity based, quantify the

degree of intra-lass uniformity or purity of the exam-

ple subsets indued by an expression. Instanes of this

kind inlude Information Gain (Quinlan, 1994), Gain

Ratio (Quinlan, 1994), G statisti (Mingers, 1989), �

2

(Mingers, 1989; White & Liu, 1994), Laplae (Quin-

lan, 1995), and Gini Index (Breiman et al., 1984).

This paper is a study of the bias adopted by tradi-

tional evaluation metris. We limit ourselves to the

ase where expressions are binary-valued. Previous

work has de�ned bias as the tendeny of a metri to

favor multi-valued expressions (White & Liu, 1994;

Kononenko, 1995). Instead we follow the de�nition

of bias as the preferene for a partial ordering over the

spae of andidate expressions. The question we ad-

dress is not how muh metri M favors multi-valued

expressions, but rather how metris M

1

and M

2

dif-

fer in their ranking of all available binary-valued ex-

pressions. Under this framework, our haraterization

shows the bias adopted by eah metri expliitly, in

a uniform representation, and enables us to ompare

di�erenes in bias.

We propose a measure for the distane between the

bias of two evaluation metris. A pair-wise omparison

of several traditional metris using this distane-bias

measure quanti�es the degree of similarity (onversely

dissimilarity) between metris (Vilalta, 1999). We ex-

plore the onnetion between the distane-bias mea-

sure and di�erenes in preditive auray when the

same learning algorithm is built using di�erent eval-

uation metris. Multiple experiments on real-world

domains show how the expetations on auray dif-

ferenes generated by the distane-bias measure or-

relate with atual di�erenes when the learning algo-

rithm is simple: look for the best single feature or

the best single rule (Pearson's orrelation oeÆient



r � 0:97). The usefulness of our proposed measure,

however, is questionable under more omplex algo-

rithms, e.g., learning deision trees (Pearson's orre-

lation oeÆient r � 0:52). We onlude interations

among omponents in a learning algorithm must be

taken into aount to fully explain auray perfor-

mane.

The organization of this paper follows. Setion 2 re-

views de�nitions of some traditional evaluation met-

ris. Setion 3 gives a haraterization of bias when

the number of indued example subsets is binary, and

de�nes a measure for the distane between the bias of

two evaluation metris. Setion 4 desribes our exper-

iments on real-world domains with disussion. Finally,

Setion 5 extends a summary and our onlusions.

2. Preliminaries

Classi�ation presupposes the availability of a training

set T

train

made up of examples, T

train

: f(X

i

; 

i

)g

N

i=1

,

where eah vetor X

i

is haraterized as a point in

a k-dimensional feature spae. X

i

is labeled with

lass 

i

aording to an unknown target funtion C,

C(X

i

) = 

i

. We shall assume T

train

onsists of inde-

pendently and identially distributed (i.i.d.) examples

obtained aording to a �xed but unknown joint prob-

ability distribution in the spae of possible examples

and lasses X � C. For simpliity, a splitting funtion

or expression E will be restrited to a logial form: E

an represent a feature value or the logial ombina-

tion of feature values; target onept C will also be

assumed of logial form.

An evaluation metri M is used to quantify the qual-

ity of the partitions indued by an expression E over

a training subset T � T

train

, where jT j = N and

N � jT

train

j. Expression E divides T in two sets:

fX j E(X) = 1g and fX j E(X) = 0g; we say the

former set is overed by E, whereas the latter set is

overed by the omplement E

0

. Similarly, set T an be

divided aording to the overage of onept C, and its

omplement C

0

. Figure 1 shows the ross-lassi�ation

of lasses and values of E. Let n

1

and n

0

be the num-

ber of examples in T of lass 1 and 0 respetively,

where n

1

+ n

0

= N . Let n

1

1

and n

0

1

be the number of

examples overed by E of lass 1 and 0 respetively,

suh that n

1

1

+n

0

1

= n

1

, and let n

1

0

and n

0

0

represent the

orresponding numbers in E

0

, suh that n

1

0

+n

0

0

= n

0

.

In addition, Figure 1 de�nes probabilities as estimated

from the data.

The following are de�nitions of some traditional eval-

uation metris (goal is to maximize the output value).
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Figure 1. Cross-lassi�ation of expression values and

lasses with probabilities estimated from the data.

Information Gain

Let entropy H(x; y) = �xlog

2

(x) � ylog

2

(y)

IG(E) = H(P

1

; P

0

)�

1

X

i=0

(P

i

H(P

1

i

; P

0

i

)) (1)

Gain Ratio

GR(E) =

IG(E)

H(P

0

; P

1

)

(2)

G Statisti

G(E) = 2N IG(E) log

e

2 (3)

Gini

Let GI(x; y) = 1� (x

2

+ y

2

)

gini(E) = GI(P

1

; P

0

)�

1

X

i=0

(P

i

GI(P

1

i

; P

0

i

)) (4)

�

2

�

2

(E) =

N (n

1

1

n

0

0

� n

1

0

n

0

1

)

2

n

1

n

0

n

1

n

0

(5)

Laplae

L(E) =

8

<

:

n

1

1

+1

n

1

1

+n

0

1

+2

if n

1

1

� n

0

1

n

0

1

+1

n

1

1

+n

0

1

+2

if n

1

1

< n

0

1

(6)

3. A Charaterization of Bias

The metris de�ned in Setion 2 share a ommon har-

ateristi: the value of an expression E is based on
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Figure 2. (a) Information Gain as a funtion of the possible overage (number of positive and negative examples) of an

expression. (b) A ontour plot of (a) showing isometri lines over the overage plane.

the intra-lass purity of the indued example subsets.

An evaluation metri M is a funtion of the number

of positive and negative examples overed by expres-

sion E and of its omplement E

0

, M : f(n

1

1

; n

0

1

; n

1

0

; n

0

0

)

(Figure 1). AlternativelyM ould be de�ned as a fun-

tion of the overage of E and of the overage of the

whole set T , f(n

1

1

; n

0

1

; n

1

; n

0

), sine n

1

= n

1

0

+ n

1

1

and

n

0

= n

0

0

+ n

0

1

. For a given learning problem, n

1

and

n

0

are �xed; by onsidering them as onstants, we an

simply express M as f(n

1

1

; n

0

1

). For simpliity let's re-

name n

1

1

and n

0

1

as p and n (the positive and negative

examples overed by E), suh that M : f(p; n). Met-

ri M extends above the plane de�ned by these two

variables. We de�ne this plane as the overage plane.

Eah of the metris de�ned in Setion 2 an be plotted

above a overage plane bounded by the total positive

and negative examples in T , n

1

and n

0

. As an exam-

ple, Figure 2(a) plots Information Gain when the num-

ber of positive and negative examples in T is the same

(n

1

= n

0

= 100); eah point (p; n) is evaluated aord-

ing to equation 1. The fat that the value of f(p; n)

takes into aount both the overage of E and of its

omplement E

0

is reeted by the symmetry about the

axis-line ((0; 0); (100; 100)). The maximum values are

attained at the extreme points (100; 0) and (0; 100),

when the indued example subsets are lass uniform.

3.1 Bias and Isometri Lines

We now answer the following question: how an we

onisely represent the ordering imposed by an evalu-

ation metri over all points in the overage plane? (i.e.,

over all possible expressions?). To answer this ques-

tion, onsider �rst the result of projeting M : f(p; n)

over the overage plane. Those points that have the

same value for f(p; n) projet into the plane as iso-

metri lines. An isometri line indiates a onstant

value forM : f(p; n) throughout its extent on the ov-

erage plane. As an example, Figure 2(b) shows iso-

metri lines obtained by projeting Information Gain

over the overage plane. An isometri line omprises

points having the same height on f(p; n); the line a-

tually joins suh points, but has no meaning between

non-integer values of p and n. The isometri line with

lowest-value points, axis-line A, uts the spae in two,

from (0; 0) to (100; 100). All other lines move parallel

to A towards the extreme points (100; 0) and (0; 100).

Consider arbitrarily the right lower half of the overage

plane shown in Figure 2(b). As long as M monoton-

ially inreases from axis-line A to the extreme point

(100; 0), then any isometri line divides this half spae

into two regions; the right lower region enompasses

points with a preferene over those points in the left

upper region.

1

Thus, the bias of an evaluation metri

is determined by the shape of the isometri lines (i.e.,

ontour lines) obtained by projeting M : f(p; n) over

the overage plane. Two evaluation metris projeting

isometri lines having di�erent shape over the overage

plane di�er in their ordering or ranking of all possible

expressions.

3.2 The Distane in Bias Between Evaluation

Metris

We now proeed to explain a method to quantify the

distane between the bias of two evaluation metris.

To begin, let us �rst �nd a representation for a single

1

Symmetrially, an isometri line on the left upper half

of the overage plane divides this half spae into two re-

gions; the left upper region having a preferene over the

right lower region.
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Figure 3. (a) The di�erene in bias between metrisM

1
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2

represented as the area between C

M
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M
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(b) Three points positioned on di�erent regions of the overage plane.

isometri line. LetM : f(p; n) be an evaluation metri

and let R

0

= (p

0

; n

0

) be a �xed point on the overage

plane. We an represent the isometri line passing

through R

0

by a funtion that maps values of n (arbi-

trarily hosen as the dependent variable) onto values

of p, the independent variable. We use the funtion,

C

M;R

0

(p), to denote the ontour line of the metri M

that passes through the point R

0

. For example, for

all points on the right lower half of the overage plane

(i.e., when p > n), the Laplae funtion (Setion 2) is

de�ned as follows:

L(E) = L(p; n) =

p+ 1

p+ n+ 2

(7)

For a �xed point R

0

= hp

0

; n

0

i, we solve this equation

for n and generate the ontour funtion for this metri:

C

L;R

0

= n =

p+ 1

L(p

0

; n

0

)

� (p+ 2) (8)

In order to ensure that this de�nition is valid over the

entire overage plane we take n to be 0 if the ontour

funtion returns a negative number. More preisely, n

must be represented as n : (g(p))

+

, where (�)

+

denotes

the positive threshold funtion, i.e., (g(p))

+

= 0 if

g(p) < 0, and (g(p))

+

= g(p) if g(p) � 0. Equation 8

represents a family of isometri lines for the Laplae

funtion aording to the value of R

0

.

We now onsider a de�nition for the distane between

the bias of two evaluation metris. Given a �xed point

R

0

and two metrisM

1

andM

2

we de�ne the distane

between these two metris as the area between the

isometri lines from eah metri passing through the

point R

0

. Formally the area between the two isometri

lines at R

0

is written as Æ

R

0

(M

1

;M

2

), and it is de�ned

as:

Æ

R

0

(M

1

;M

2

) =

Z

n

1

0

jC

M

1

;R

0

(p)� C

M

2

;R

0

(p)j dp (9)

The integral goes from 0 to the total number of positive

examples n

1

, and aptures the disagreement between

M

1

and M

2

. As an example, Figure 3(a) shows the

projetion of a single isometri line for two metris.

R

0

orresponds to the point of intersetion between

the lines. The shaded area between both lines quanti-

�es the di�erene in bias between M

1

and M

2

at R

0

.

Equation 9 an be interpreted in the following way:

Assume E is an expression whose overage is hara-

terized by the oordinate R

0

. Now for another expres-

sion E

0

, the metris will disagree on the ordering of

E and E

0

only if the overage oordinates of E

0

fall

within the area between the isometri urves for the

two metris. Thus Equation 9 is a measure of dissent

between the two metris at a single point R

0

.

We an naturally extend equation 9 to a general mea-

sure of dissimilarity between two metris. This is sim-

ply the average size of the dissent region over the spae

of all overage oordinates. The overall measure of dis-

similarity is de�ned as:

Æ(M

1

;M

2

) =

1

jRj

X

r2R

Æ

r

(M

1

;M

2

) (10)

where R denotes the set of all points r in the over-

age plane. Beause a numeri approximation of equa-

tion 10 is omputationally expensive, in what follows

we fous our attention on equation 9 exlusively.

3.3 A Quantitative Comparison

Let us now test the e�et of the position of R

0

in the

evaluation of Æ

R

0

(M

1

;M

2

) (equation 9). To that e�et



Table 1. A pair-wise omparison of di�erent evaluation

metris.

Pair of Metris R

1

R

2

R

3

(92; 8) (75; 25) (58; 42)

Gain-Ratio vs 20:23 233:8 152:62

Gini/�

2

0:4% 4:6% 3:0%

Gain-Ratio vs 6:76 178:8 145:42

Info-Gain/G 0:13% 3:5% 2:9%

Gain-Ratio vs 327:5 806:5 573:6

Laplae 6:5% 16% 11:4%

Gini/�

2

vs 13:46 55:02 7:20

Info-Gain/G 0:27% 1:1% 0:14%

Gini/�

2

vs Laplae 327:5 806:5 567:3

6:5% 16% 11:3%

Info-Gain/G vs 327:5 806:5 567:3

Laplae 6:5% 16% 11:3%

Info-Gain vs G 0:0 0:0 0:0

Gini vs �

2

0:0% 0:0% 0:0%

we onduted a series of experiments desribed as fol-

lows. Figure 3(b) shows a overage plane with equal

lass proportions (n

1

= n

0

= 100); the right-lower

half of the plane is divided into three equally-spaed

regions. We took three di�erent points along the line

perpendiular to A ending on the extreme point (n

1

; 0)

(i.e., (100; 0)). These points are labeled as R

1

, R

2

,

and R

3

. We arried out a pair-wise omparison of all

evaluation metris de�ned in Setion 2 by applying

equation 9 at eah of these three points. The goal of

this experiment is to determine whih metris are more

similar to eah other, and what is the e�et of evalu-

ating an expression on di�erent regions of the over-

age plane. On eah omparison we used Mathematia

(Wolfram, 1999) to obtain a numeri approximation

of equation 9. The results are shown in Table 1. The

oordinates for R

1

, R

2

, and R

3

are indiated on the

�rst row. On eah ell, the number on the top repre-

sents the result of evaluating equation 9; the number

on the bottom shows the fration of the area overed

by the top number with respet to the area of the en-

tire half spae of the overage plane. The area of the

half spae in Figure 3(b) equals (100� 100)=2 = 5000,

and in general the area equals (n

1

� n

0

)=2.

An analysis of Table 1 shows no di�erene between In-

formation Gain and the G statisti, and between Gini

and �

2

(Table 1, last row). We an prove the �rst two

metris share the same bias by observing that the G

statisti is simply a onstant fator times Information

Gain, and thus both metris projet the same isomet-

ris lines over the overage plane. We leave as an open

problem a proof (or disproof) that both Gini and �

2

projet the same isometri lines. Using the bottom

value on eah table entry, the smallest di�erene on

average is between Gini (or �

2

) and Information Gain

(or the G statisti), around 0:5%. Next in magnitude

is the di�erene between Gain Ratio and Information

Gain (or the G statisti), around 2:18%, followed by

the di�erene between Gain Ratio and Gini (or �

2

),

around 2:7%. Most distanes are within 5%, exept for

the Laplae funtion showing di�erenes up to 16%.

Notie in Table 1 that the di�erene between any pair

of metris inreases from point R

1

to point R

2

, and

then dereases from R

2

to R

3

. We onlude a eiling

e�et (Cohen, 1995, Chapter 3, p. 79) ours at points

around R

1

beause the quality of the expressions in

this region is lose to optimal. Conversely, a oor ef-

fet ours at points around R

3

beause the proximity

to axis-line A fores most metris to agree in assign-

ing low redit to any expression in this region. The

highest di�erene among biases is expeted along the

region omprising R

2

, where no upper or lower bounds

restrain the degree of agreement |or disagreement|

in bias.

3.4 Skewed Class Distributions

We now answer the question: what is the e�et of

skewed lass distributions over the overage plane? A

domain with unequal lass proportions maps to a ov-

erage plane that strethes into a wide or tall retangle,

depending on the dominating lass. More formally,

onsider the line perpendiular to axis line A onnet-

ing A with any of the extreme points (n

1

; 0) and (0; n

0

)

(Figure 3(b)). This line attains maximum size when

n

1

= n

0

, dereasing as the population of one lass

grows large relative to the other lass. The shorter

the size of this line the more diÆult to distinguish

di�erenes in bias beause most expressions would lie

lose to either line A or one of the uniform-lass points.

Therefore, the degree of skewness in the lass distri-

bution is an important fator when omparing the ef-

fet of di�erent evaluation metris during learning. A

highly skewed distribution may lead to the onlusion

that two metris yield similar generalization e�ets,

when in fat a signi�ant di�erene ould be deteted

under equal lass distributions.

4. Experiments

In this setion we attempt to give a pratial value to

the distane-bias measure de�ned in equation 9. If two

metris, M

1

and M

2

, are used to generate hypotheses

h

1

and h

2

respetively, we expet the disagreement

between h

1

and h

2

to inrease as the distane in bias

Æ

R

0

(M

1

;M

2

) inreases too. Of partiular interest is

then to ompare di�erenes in preditive auray re-

sulting from using di�erent evaluation metris. We

wish to determine if the distane-bias measure orre-



lates with suh performane di�erenes.

In the experiments below, we �rst use a single-rule

learning algorithm. The algorithm onduts a searh

over the spae of logial expressions, eah expression

represented as the onjuntion of feature literals (fea-

ture values or their negations). The �nal hypothesis is

a rule of the form: if (ond

1

& ond

2

& � � � & ond

p

)

then Class = , where ond

i

is a boolean feature or its

negation, and  is the lass assigned to any example

satisfying the rule anteedent. The model is justi�ed

from the fat that we wish to obtain hypotheses not

always onsistent with the training data (expeted to

under�t the target onept), and thus not neessar-

ily lying on an optimal, lass-uniform point over the

overage plane (Setion 3). This will allow us to test

the distane-bias measure (equation 9) on di�erent re-

gions of the overage plane. The algorithm performs

a beam-searh over the spae of possible onjuntions

of literals (Vilalta, 1999), and is outlined in Figure 4.

Algorithm 1: Single-Rule Learning Algorithm

Input: beam width �, Metri M

Output: A single hypothesis rule

BEST RULE()

(1) Let L

literals

be the list of all literals

(2) L

beam

 best � literals in L

literals

(3) while (true )

(4) L

new

 Form the onjuntion of

(5) every E

i

2 L

beam

with every E

j

2 L

literals

(6) Keep trak of best expresion E

best

(7) aording to evaluation metri M

(8) Eliminate poor expressions from L

new

(9) if L

new

= ;

(10) break

(11) L

beam

 best � ombinations in L

new

(12) end while

(13) Let  be the majority lass in E

best

(14) return if E

best

then 

Figure 4. A learning algorithm that returns a single rule as

the �nal hypohesis.

4.1 Experimental Methodology

Table 2 ompares the performane of the learning al-

gorithm desribed above when the searh for the best

single rule is onduted using di�erent evaluation met-

ris. The table reports on four di�erent versions of the

algorithm (olumns 4-7). The algorithms using Infor-

mation Gain and the G statisti, and Gini and �

2

,

perform eah pair the same and thus ollapse into the

same olumn (Setion 3.3).

The �rst olumn lists real-world domains extrated

from the UCI database repository (Merz & Murphy,

1998), exept for the star-luster domain extrated

from Table 22.1 in Andrews and Herzberg (1985).

The seond olumn in Table 2 indiates, on average

and for eah domain, the loation of the �nal expres-

sion (i.e, rule anteedent) over the overage plane. Re-

gion 1 is the losest to the lass-uniform points, re-

gion 2 is half-way between the lass-uniform points

and axis-line A, and �nally region 3 is losest to axis-

line A (Figure 3b). Eah entry on olumn 2 is the

result of �rst averaging for eah algorithm and over all

runs the region on the overage plane where the �nal

expression lies. We then take the average over all algo-

rithms. Domains in Table 2 are ordered based on the

values in olumn 2. We assign a domain to region 1 if

the entry on olumn 2 is within [1:0; 1:5), region 2 if it

is within [1:5; 2:5), and region 3 if it is within [2:5; 3:0℄.

The third olumn in Table 2 shows the proportion of

positive examples on the training set. Eah entry is

found by averaging the proportion of positive lasses

on the training set over all runs (all algorithms are

presented the same training data).

The last four olumns in Table 2 estimate, for eah

algorithm, the preditive auray ahieved on eah

domain by using strati�ed 10-fold ross-validation, av-

eraged over 10 repetitions. Numbers enlosed in paren-

theses represent standard deviations. Previous to eah

run, an initial disretization step makes all features

boolean (numeri features are disretized following

Catlett (1991); nominal features are deomposed into

a boolean feature for eah nominal value). On eah

run, the training set is divided in two: one half on-

duts a beam searh for the best logial expression (as

mentioned above), the other half serves to validate the

best urrent expression to avoid statistial errors from

multiple omparisons (Jensen & Cohen, 2000).

Runs were performed on a RISC/6000 IBM model

7043-140.

4.2 Testing the Utility of the Distane-Bias

Measure

We now test the utility of the distane-bias measure

de�ned in equation 9. Our �rst experiment uses the

last row in Table 2 orresponding to the average pre-

ditive auray for eah algorithm over all domains.

We ompute the absolute di�erene in preditive au-

ray between eah pair of algorithms. We also ompute

the average distane in bias between pairs of evalua-

tion metris in Table 1 (average over the three regions).

The results an be paired-up by mathing average dis-

tane in bias between metris with the orresponding



Table 2. Preditive auray on real-world domains for a single-rule hypothesis. Numbers enlosed in parentheses represent

standard deviations.

Conept Region Proportion Preditive Auray

(1-3) (+) lass Info. Gain Gini Gain Ratio Laplae

G Statisti �

2

voting 1:0 0:38 95:0 (0:26) 95:13 (0:38) 94:95 (0:39) 92:53 (1:35)

aner 1:01 0:65 94:16 (0:64) 94:64 (0:61) 94:51 (0:36) 90:34 (1:08)

new-thyroid-hyper 1:01 0:17 96:67 (1:33) 97:10 (1:05) 96:43 (0:75) 90:42 (1:79)

new-thyroid-hypo 1:0 0:15 96:19 (1:04) 96:10 (0:90) 95:62 (0:87) 94:19 (1:98)

star luster 1:04 0:67 96:95 (0:71) 96:81 (0:80) 96:86 (0:83) 83:90 (2:68)

promoters 1:18 0:50 76:2 (4:07) 77:8 (2:71) 78:7 (3:82) 74:2 (4:02)

mushroom 1:25 0:45 99:73 (0:02) 99:53 (0:32) 99:73 (0:02) 78:39 (0:01)

ionosphere 1:25 0:66 89:63 (1:64) 89:74 (1:71) 90:31 (1:24) 66:06 (3:42)

rx 1:38 0:45 86:01 (0:34) 86:12 (0:26) 85:94 (0:32) 62:05 (2:39)

mean region 1 92:28 92:55 92:56 81:34

hepatitis 1:58 0:18 70:2 (2:93) 78:0 (1:90) 85:9 (2:34) 64:5 (3:11)

lymphography-2 1:6 0:52 81:71 (2:22) 81:93 (2:0) 80:21 (3:13) 72:29 (3:09)

lymphography-3 1:67 0:44 79:21 (3:03) 79:43 (2:85) 76:79 (1:87) 64:86 (4:54)

zoo 1:92 0:05 85:33 (2:27) 85:44 (3:20) 85:0 (3:55) 47:0 (10:27)

redit 1:95 0:67 67:36 (3:69) 69:81 (2:50) 73:09 (3:18) 54:90 (4:25)

hess-end game 2:01 0:50 79:41 (0:86) 80:73 (0:33) 75:44 (0:09) 72:80 (0:94)

heart 2:06 0:45 71:31 (1:03) 71:82 (1:35) 71:52 (1:27) 62:38 (4:77)

mean region 2 76:36 78:17 78:28 62:68

diabetes 2:51 0:32 67:62 (2:13) 70:86 (1:80) 69:89 (0:84) 43:32 (0:95)

bupa 2:61 0:45 59:18 (2:56) 60:63 (2:57) 57:72 (2:18) 47:12 (1:35)

ti-ta-toe 2:69 0:67 58:41 (2:37) 67:88 (4:15) 73:68 (0:88) 50:77 (1:97)

mean region 3 61:74 66:46 67:10 47:07

mean overall 77:16 78:94 79:30 65:02

average auray di�erene (e.g., the average distane

bias between Gini and Laplae maps to the absolute

auray di�erene of the two algorithms using Gini

and Laplae). A linear regression model applied to

this data yields a orrelation oeÆient (Pearson's o-

eÆient) of r = 0:97, whih points to a strong vari-

able interdependene between the distane-bias mea-

sure and di�erenes in auray performane. Results

for other similar experiments are all summarized on

Table 3. Eah entry shows the orrelation oeÆient

obtained from �tting a linear regression model to the

data. Results are grouped in two olumns. The �rst

olumn uses all available domains. The seond ol-

umn eliminates the e�et of skewed lass distributions

by �ltering out domains with a positive-lass propor-

tion outside the range [0:4; 0:6℄ (Setion 3.4), leaving

a total of eight (out of nineteen) domains. Without

skewed distributions the experiment desribed above

produes a orrelation oeÆient of r = 0:99. Suh

improvement indiates that the relation between the

distane-bias measure and di�erenes in preditive a-

uray is more evident when the omputation of equa-

tion 9 is done assuming a lass distribution similar to

that of the domain under analysis (Table 1 assumes

equal lass proportions). In addition, Table 3 shows

results of experiments similar to the two above, ex-

ept we group domains on three regions aording to

the overage of the expression in the �nal rule hypoth-

esis. The highest orrelation is observed when domains

are grouped into regions and skewed distributions are

eliminated (bottom entries on olumn 3, Table 3).

4.3 Using Di�erent Models

Our analysis is so far limited to single-rule hypotheses.

One might ask if the results hold for other learning al-

gorithms. We address the following question: does the

relation between the distane-bias measure and di�er-

enes in auray hold as the omplexity of the algo-

rithm inreases? To answer this question we report

on two additional experiments. The �rst experiment

uses a simple algorithm that outputs a single-feature as

the �nal hypothesis. After repeating the experiments

reported above, orrelation oeÆients omparable to

the �rst row of results on Table 3 (average over all do-

mains with and without eliminating skewed distribu-

tions) take values of r = 0:98 and r = 0:98 respetively.

The seond experiment inreases the omplexity of the

algorithm by using a deision tree as the hypothesis.

The orresponding orrelation oeÆients are r = 0:52

and r = 0:72.

Our results show how inreasing the number of learn-

ing omponents in the algorithm weakens the orrela-

tion between the distane-bias measure and di�erenes



Table 3. Correlation oeÆients on data omparing the

distane-bias measure vs. di�erenes in auray for a

single-rule hypothesis.

Correlation CoeÆient

Experiment All Domains Domains Without

Skewed Dist.

Overall Average 0:97 0:99

Average Region 1 0:79 1:00

Average Region 2 0:97 0:98

Average Region 3 0:92 0:98

in preditive auray. Thus, even if the evaluation

metri is the only omponent altered in the learning

algorithm, failing to understand interations among all

other omponents may result in a poor understanding

of performane. In deision-tree learning, for example,

a robust analysis would additionally need to onsider

the e�ets of tree pruning, of a ontinuous partitioning

of the feature spae, of the tree-stopping riterion, et.

5. Summary and Conlusions

This paper provides a haraterization of bias for tra-

ditional or purity-based evaluation metris. We show

how the projetion of an evaluation metri M over

the overage plane (i.e., the plane where axis i repre-

sents the number of examples of lass i overed by an

expression) yields isometri lines, or lines of onstant

value. It is the shape of these isometri lines that in-

diates the preferene for one expression over another,

i.e., indiates the bias of M (Setion 3.1). The hara-

terization above leads naturally to a measure for the

distane in bias between two evaluation metris (Se-

tion 3.2).

Our experimental results show a orrelation between

the distane-bias measure and di�erenes in preditive

auray when the same learning model is built using

di�erent evaluation metris (e.g., look for the best sin-

gle feature or the best single rule). Our results also

show how the orrelation tends to weaken as the degree

of interation between the evaluation-metri ompo-

nent and other omponents embedded in the learning

algorithm inreases (e.g., learning deision trees, Se-

tion 4.3). From this we onlude that a key element to

understand di�erenes in performane is to take into

aount interations among learning omponents.

Future work will extend our results by trying to har-

aterize the distane in bias between learning models

apparently too far apart in their design. We learn from

this study that an initial step to understand di�erenes

in performane is to produe an expliit representation

of model bias, i.e., of the partial ordering imposed over

the spae of hypotheses. Suh representation an then

serve to quantify the amount of agreement (or dis-

agreement) between the bias of two di�erent models.
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